AUGUST 11, 2005

1930

SITE 1

CROSSING: MARY, MOSXY, DEAD

TIMBER: FALLEN

Lots of SPRUCE

BIRCH ABOVE
HIGH BANK

SPRUCE & MOSXY FOREST FLOOR

FLOW

HIGH BANK

DEPTH OF STREAM ~ 6".

1600

ARRIVE @ SITE OFF OF GLENN HAVY

GETTING READY TO GO TO SITE 2

Away due NORTHT

GLENN HIGH

GAS

CELL PHONE

SITE

52.2 mi

1730

ARRIVE AT 5-2

CUT BANK

WILLOWS + SPRUCE

STEAP BANKS

DON'T SEE ANY BIRCH

SWAY BOTTOM ON BROOK GOLF BALL TO

BASEBALL SIZE STONES, WATER IS

CLEAN, BROWN BOTTOM

WILLOWS + GRASS

LOOKING DOWN STREAM

WILLOWS, SPRUCE + MOSSY HIGH BANK

MOSXY FOREST FLOOR

1930

RETURN TO CAR AND END
AUGUST 12, 2005

0805 ON THE ROAD TO NEXT SITE 5-5
CAR AND GOT GEAR, THEN STOPPED TO TAKE PICS

0845 ARRIVE AT 5-3 CROSSING TOLSONA CREEK

TAKING MEASUREMENTS

- SPRUCE TREES ABOVE BLUFF

0855 CHANNEL HAS ROCKY BOTTOM WITH 1-1.5" STONE
ALSO WITH SELTY SAND, FEW BOULDERS FROM 30-
40" IN DIAMETER, WINDING SOUTH OF THE GLENN HUY BRIDGE

AUGUST 12, 2005

DEPTH OF CHANNEL ~ 2'-2.5'
LOOKING UPSTREAM 5-3
(NORTH) TOLSONA CREEK

0905 DOWE 5-2, PREP FOR 5-5

0920 ARRIVE AT 5-5 LITTLE WOODS CREEK

- SPRUCE WOODS

GLEN HUY
AUGUST 12, 2005

WATTS OF VEGETATION ON BANKS BOTTOM

"SEA WEED"

WILLows

GRASS VEGETATION GROWING ON STREAM BED

LOOKING UP STREAM

"LITTLE WOODS CREEK"

S-5

LOOKING FOR S-6 UNABLE TO LOCATE FOUND

A STREAM 40 YARDS FROM S-6 LOCATION

MAKED NEW LOCATION IN GPS AS S-6B

N 42° 05' 48.3" W 116° 11' 35.4"
CAP CULVERT

(TEEB) DIRT ZONE
BANK
GRASS

PHONE POLES

GRASSES

GRASSES

FOREST

S-6B

AUGUST 12, 2005

STREAM HAS A Cobble STONE BED W/ STONES

0.5"-10" STREAM ABOUT 2'-3' WIDE

S-6B

GRASS STONY BOTTOM GRASS

PROFILE OF S-56 SOUTH SIDE

OF GLENN HWY S-6B

N 42° 05' 48.3" W 116° 11' 35.4"
CAP CULVERT

GLENN HWY S-6B

ARROW @ TEX SOUTHWEST LANE DRAGWAY S-7

GLENN HWY

BIRCH GRASS

PHONE POLES GRASS

CAP CULVERT BIRCH FOREST

STONY STREAM BED WITH STONES FROM 5"-12"

ROUND TO SEMI-Round Stream between 5"-7"

WIDE 1" DIAMETER PIPE COMING OUT OF SOUTHERN END OF CULVERT
AUGUST 12, 2005

PROFILE S-7
TEX SMITH LAKE DRAINAGE

WATER DEPTH 6-10' W/GRASS
LOOKING DOWN STREAM

1140
ARRIVE AT S-8 WOODS CREEK

GLEN HILLY

WET GRASS
7' CULVERT (COMP) STREAM BED is GRASSY
ON ROCKS AND COBBLE STONE 1/5 with Silty SAND

CROSSING LOOKING UPSTREAM ON NORTH
S-8 WOODS CREEK

1415
POUR @ S-8 WOODS CREEK
WE: BLUE SKIES 75-75° F. O WIND
OFF TO S-9 MENDELINA CREEK

1430
ARRIVE S-9 PARKING AREA

MENDELINA CREEK

SPRUCE FOREST

LIMITED UTILITY FOREST

FOR PRINT

1503
NEAREST POINT IN 186YD. 12.5 YARDS IS WIDTH OF CREEK
AUGUST 12, 2005

1540 STEAM BED @ S9 13 COBBLE STONE 6'-10'
and boulders up to 36" in diameter
velocity @ S9 = 2F/Sec

PROFILE S9

Dirt parking area

Looking up stream S9, MEDELTA
CREEK @ S9 PROPOSED X-ING

1555 MILE 1 S-10 CACHE CREEK CROSSING

Dirt Road

Phone Rod

STEEL BANK

GLENN HWY

15" CMP CULVERT

STEEL BANK

FINDING

WILLUS BANK

WILLUS FENS

SPRUCE FOREST

STEEP BANK

SPRUCE FOREST

1640 PROFILE S-10
CACHE CREEK CROSSING

LOOKING UP STREAM S-10

CACHE CREEK CROSSING

1745 End
EASY INcline ON TRENCH. TURNINg / SLOWINg in ANCHOR W/ POS. FROZEN SOIL IN ANCHOR.
A Done on trench is out of the question
No obvious alternatives currently
X Site where cows were taken
has no evident creek. However
just upstream (200-150') evidence
on both banks as high dunes.
20 feet to active bank.

For action, evidence on map 75 too.

Concord P.O.

2040 2090 2090

120 4085 105'

To Hwy
35 Miles
AUGUST 13, 2005

0800 OFF TO FIND S15 & S16
1015 STOP NEAR S15 ON PRIVATE LAND LOOKING FOR ACCESS TO GRANITE CREEK
1205 AT S15

BIRCH FOREST 80 FT
STEEP BANK 80 FT STEEP BANK

PROFILE S15 TO GRANITE CREEK CROSSING LOOKING UPSTREAM
1240 RECORDED S15 DATA ON DATA SHEETS
1300 "CATCH-UP" - MICHUELE SCHUMACHER GUIDES US TO CROSSING AND ALLOWS US TO CROSS HER PRIVATE LAND AT THE END OF THE ROAD IN THE SUB-DIVISION AT THE TOP OF THE BLUFF OVERLOOKING MANTANUSA RIVER

S15 GRANITE CREEK X-ING

COTTOONWOOD COTTOONWOOD
SILKWOOD SILKWOOD

LEAVE TO HOME WALK FUERST FOREST

GRANITE CREEK X-ING

RAPIDS

1300 "CATCH-UP" - MICHUELE SCHUMACHER GUIDES US TO CROSSING AND ALLOWS US TO CROSS HER PRIVATE LAND AT THE END OF THE ROAD IN THE SUB-DIVISION AT THE TOP OF THE BLUFF OVERLOOKING MANTANUSA RIVER

S15 GRANITE CREEK X-ING

COTTOONWOOD COTTOONWOOD
SILKWOOD SILKWOOD

LEAVE TO HOME WALK FUERST FOREST

GRANITE CREEK X-ING

RAPIDS
AUGUST 13, 2005

1430 GRANITE CREEK CROSSING (SL6)
CREEK BED ARE STONES FROM .5"-
BOULDER 60" IN DIAMETER BELOW
SLIMY CREEK BED IS SILT MIXED WITH
SAND. MIXTURE IS ABOUT 50/50.
CREEK. A CROSSING HAS VISIBLE WHITE
WATER RAPIDS UP TO 4 FEET DEEP.
"OLD CREEK BED" CONTAINS BOULDER SIMILAR
TO ACTIVE CHANNEL BED WITH ADDITIONAL
TREE SAPLINGS UP TO 4" IN DIAMETER.
OLD CREEK BED HAS CONSIDERABLE TOUGHE
GROWTH. MEET W/ GREG BLACK TO GUIDE US
LOOKING UPSTREAM SL6 GRANITE CREEK

1625 ARRIVE NEAR SL6 GETTING READY TO
EMBARK TO CROSSING.

1640 ARRIVE @ SL6 ESKA CREEK X-I.M.
NO VEGETATION IN STREAM BED

ESKA CREEK CROSSING
SL7

EDGE OF HILL
COTTONWOOD
BIRCH
FOREST

SPRUCE COTTONWOOD
BIRCH FOREST
IN OLD STREAM BED

STEEP & HIGH BANK
W/ WILLOWS & GRASS

BOULDER PILE
BETWEEN 12" - 20"

STREAM BED HAS BOULDER 1 FOOT HIGH
TO 1 BOULDER 20" IN DIAMETER. SLIMY SAND BEHIND ROCKY STREAM BED
A LOT OF WILLOWS & FALAGE HANGING OVER
STREAM DEPTH APPROX 1 FOOT DEEP
AUGUST 13, 2005

PROFILE

500 ft RIDGE

OLD CREEK BED

ESKA CREEK LOOKING DOWN STREAM

AT CROSSING

1900

ARRIVE HOME END.

AUGUST 14, 2005

M. Cox

E. LEW

6:00 am

Pick-up @ home head out for SIB and other sites

8:10

Arrive @ SIB area and prep for walk to X-ing. Fog lifting. Blue sky visible. Buffalo Mine Rd.

9:00 am

SIB - Moose Creek X-ing

SIBX-Xing

COTTONWOOD + BIRCH FOREST

DEVIL'S CLUB

BRUSH MIXED WITH COTTONWOOD + BIRCH TREES

CREEK BANK

MADE UP OF COBBLES + BOULDERS

STREAM BED ROUGH ON TOP OF SAND WITH"Rocks Range from 0.5” - 50" in diameter. Lots of foliage hanging over stream

+ SIB crossing washing suitable for X-ing due to large cliffs on stream bank
AUGUST 14, 2005

PROFILE S18
MOOSE CREEK X-ING
LOOKING UPSTREAM

400-500' BLUFF
COTTONWOOD + BIRCH FOREST
OLD STREAM BED 500' E
OLD STAGE 800'
HIGH TRANS POWER LINES
2130 YARDS FROM WATERS SURFACE

AVERAGE STREAM DEPTH BY OBSERVATION = 2'-4'
Rapid waters bordered visible above water surface
MEASURED DISTANCE OF TRANS. POWER LINES
USING NIKON RANGE FINDER + "BALL" IN WIKES. TOOK 3 SHOTS ALL = 137 YARDS

1000
1840
1150

EASIEST WAY TO GET TO CROSSING IS TO DRIVE DOWN BUFFALO MINE RD UNTIL YOU GET TO POWER LINES.

AUGUST 14, 2005
NEXT TAKE ALONG PATH ON THE RIGHT UNTIL IT ENDS AT THE END OF THE FINGER. FOLLOW FINGER DOWN TO CROSSING.
RETURN TO VEHICLE FROM S18X.

WY. CLOUDY, COOL ~ 60° F NO WIND. OVERCAST.

ARRIVE E. YENTNA DR & TALCOBA DR; AND GET READY FOR WALK TO S19.

NEW SPOT FOR S19. CARNEGIE CREEK S19B IS MARKED IN GPS AS S19B. S19 WASN'T LOCATED. S19 DOES NOT EXIST AND CANNOT BE LOCATED.

S19B CARNEGIE CREEK DATA
LAT: N 61° 19.16'
LNG: W 149° 11.087'

THANKS TO THE WILDFIRE "NOBODY"

10
AUGUST 14, 2005

- STREAMBED IS SATURATED GRASS RUNNING BETWEEN PRIVATE DRIVES
- DEPTH IS 1-2" DEEP. STREAMBED ALSO COVERS 5' OF PEBBLES, UP TO 1" IN DIAMETER, AND SILTY SAND. MOST OF STREAM BED IS COVERED WITH GRASS
- 2 FOOT CMP CULVERT

PROFILE
LOOKING DOWN STREAM

S19B CARNEGIE CREEK CROSSING
1230 GETTING READY TO GO TO S20, 105' FROM X-ING. WASILLA CREEK

AUGUST 14 2005
S20 AREA CROSSING
WASILLA CREEK

HAY FIELD

BIRCH FOREST

FOREST BIRCH

DEBRIS

SANDSTONE 7"

STREAMED STREAM WITH ROCKS FROM 0.25-1 STONES, 7" IN DIAMETER. BENEATH SMOOTH BED IS SAND.

WX OVERCAST, COOL, 66°F, NO WIND
AUGUST 14, 2005

PROFILE

S20 WASILLA CREEK
CROSSING LOOKING UPSTREAM

1430 - 2' CULVERTS... CMP

1430 - 2 CULVERT BARRIER HARD TO SEE... IT'S COVERED BY WILLOWS & GRASS

1430 - HEAD BANK IS ANCHORAGE

AVERAGE STREAM DEPTH = 1'-2' FEET

1440 - arrive near S21 SPRING CREEK IT APPEARS TO BE A LARGE MARSHY WET LAND

WE'RE PARKED AT THE 2 CULVERTS ON FIREWEED OR NEAREST PIPELINE XING.

MARSH WITH GRASS & WILLOW
LOTS OF DEAD STANDING TREES

12

GLEN HUY
GLEN HUY